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until tiktok s advertising network develops further the easiest way for tiktok influencers to earn money is by making 

direct arrangements with brands as people become better known on the platform they will begin to have brands 

approach them with business propositions once you count your followers in the thousands you can start to look at 

monetizing tiktok companies have been known to pay 200 to 20 000 per branded video promoted by influencers 

depending on the individual s level of influence 

most people begin on tiktok with a limited budget equipment and skills over time you should be able to develop 

your skills and hopefully once you can generate money you can improve your budget and equipment as well the 

key to success on tiktok is to produce high quality videos 

unlike youtube tiktok users don t get to share in the advertising revenue on the platform so you have to find 

other ways to earn money on tiktok this makes the amount you can make more variable on tiktok however once 

you make a name for yourself the money you earn on tiktok can be very lucrative according to our tiktok 

influencer engagement and earnings calculator charli d amelio potentially earns 56 000 94 000 per post 

don t forget to interact with your viewers make sure that you reply to comments that people leave on your videos 

it may seem like hard work to you but it makes your followers believe you care and take notice of them 

you will also want to set up a consistent pattern so that your audience knows what to expect there s little point in 

being a one hit wonder if people know to expect a specific type of video for you each tuesday and friday they will 

begin to expect it and return to tiktok on those days to watch your latest video they are also more likely to tell their 

friends about you widening your audience further 

no need to give an introduction about tiktok i know that but there might be people who came here out of curiosity 

because we are talking about making money that will fetch some users to have a read so basically tiktok is a mobile 
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app platform developed by a chinese firm called bytedance tiktok was previously musical ly and then the developers 

decided to release tiktok which is a better version of musical ly you can post tiny videos of maximum 15 seconds in 

this app you can join these tiny videos together to post a video of maximum 60 seconds and now you can also get 

tiktok coins on your account i think the team is going to add more features soon 

there is no set magic number of followers needed to make a living on tiktok the essential factor is the strength of 

your following sure the more followers you have the more likely that some will buy your or your sponsor s products 

but they will only take notice of you if you re a genuine influencer i e you have to make your followers sit up and 

take note of your videos accounts with 500k to 1 million followers have the highest average engagement rate overall 

 


